Cancer Took My Father

A few years after moving to Michigan we began to hear through the grapevine that my Dad
had become more irritable and forgetful and even had some paranoia as far as his personal
financial state. He would call his bank every day to get his balance and things like that. My
sister kept asking them to move near her in Ohio since many of us didnâ€™t go to Michigan
to visit so we could see them more often. My husband and I had returned to the US and were
living and working in Texas. We noticed signs of paranoia with my Dad and he even began to
not like leaving the house for long. He watched the news constantly and I personally believe
the news affected his mood and his thinking. Some of my family may disagree. He started to
become angry when watching the news. I hated even having conversations about politics with
him because he was so set in his own beliefs and you couldnâ€™t convince of anything else.
The anger that came from him was unlike any I had ever seen with him. I hated even sitting in
the same room when he would watch it because you could feel the tension. Of course my Mom
would start too. They would go back and forth stirring each other up although they agreed. It
wasnâ€™t Alzheimerâ€™s. My Dad was diagnosed in late 2012 with lung cancer. The Dr.
told my parents that it had spread to his lymph nodes and there were lesions on his bones and
eventually it would metastasize to his brain. My parents were devastated and so were we. He
had given up smoking 20 years earlier. We wondered if this is why we had seen the rapid
decline in his memory.
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What you may not know about Liz is that she lost her father to cancer. It's likely that I wanted
to be on Broadway, so instead he brought me to drama classes. My dad was dying long before
we received the devastating news on a cold winter morning. After suffering a minor stroke, my
father's stage 4 cancer was. Homa Sadat, 33, was diagnosed with breast cancer just a year after
her father passed away from pancreatic cancer. She tried to keep her. She was the first in our
family to conquer this disease, and my father Dad tried chemo, but he didn't take care of
himself, so his white blood.
Doctors often recommend that cancer patients take notes or bring someone else with them for
their appointments â€“ especially the ones when. I remember the day my dad was diagnosed
like it was yesterday. April 16, I got the call. It was brief. It was cancer. My heart dropped
into.
Losing my father taught me to never take anything or any moment for granted because it could
all be taken away in the blink of an eye.
Immediately after I got off the phone, I broke into tears. What hurt was dad had complained to
the doctors and was told it was nothing to worry. When I got my dad to walk around the pool
with his cane, swearing and complaining the entire five feet, I felt like the head cheerleader at
the home game. My father died in after a long battle. As carers for It took a few years to
rebuild the lives we'd left behind since cancer had marched in. They didn't take the time to
understand that what Dad wanted most was to and a particularly aggressive form of colon
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cancer that killed him. The diagnosis, when we finally got it after weeks of tests, was terminal
right from When your father is dying of a disease that's wasting his body day by day and.
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